students sustain their goal·directed behavior. always trying innovative, potentially more successful approaches to accomplishing their task at hand. During the "sustaining" part of motivation. feed· back is critical for helping students know whether their goal is closer to being achieved.
These three components. ene,gizing. directing. and sustaining are vital if a social studies program is to be motivating. Recall the hypotheses that were g i ven to exp l ain the negative perceptions held by students toward social studies. One hypothesis suggested the content was not perceived as being very re l evant or valuable. Thus. it would seem there was little to energize students to set goals and initiate behaviors necessary lo be successful. Other hypotheses suggested that the interactions between teacher and students negatively affected the learning environment. Without positive studenlJteacher re l at i onships. students would lack the motivating direction provided by teachers. Not only might students lack an understanding of the teacher's objective or goal of the lesson. but they also. no doubt. would fail lo comprehend the implication that their behaviors have a purpose in achieving that goal. Remember. too, that poor. repetitive instructional strategies i nfluenced studerns· perceptions of social studies. It is difficult 10 sustain goal-directed behaviors when students are bored and are not involved in the learning process.
Clear l y. then. a mot i vating social studies program must address not only what is taught. but also how it is taught. NO program can be successful w i thout considering content. interactions. and strategies. And. in improving each of those aspects. we cannot lose sight of the three components of mot i vation described earlier. Content in a social studies program. then must be energizing, directing. and sustaining. The interact i ons that occur between teachers and students must be energiz i ng. directing. and sustaining. And. of course. the same is true for strategies utihzed by teachers to deliver the content. The following gives some ideas of how to merge the three important aspects of a social studies program with the three components of motivation.
Content
A key element in energizing students about the content of a social studies program is for the teacher to be enthusiastic and energetic both in delivery and demeanor. Before students can be energized. they must be set on f i re by what the teacher says and does. Social Studies teachers must convey that the content covered in their course ,s relevant to the students· lives. For example. history provides the backdrop for understanding how events and issues have influenced the students' lives. Governmenta l decisions affecting national and global societies have created a world both of opportunity and peril for students. The cultural groups that are studied can give new meaning to the students· sense of self as similarities and differences in ideolo· gies and customs are explored. While these examples serve to provide a framework fo, making the content of social studies relevant to students' lives. not all students will see the connection to their part i cular situation. In those cases. teachers must allow students to ask the question. "How is this relevant to me'" And. equally imper, tant. teachers rnust give a deserving answer. Resorting to. "you need it to graduate" or "it's on your schedule" or "don't ask foolish questions," or any similar response is clearly inappropriate. If a teacher cannot give a desecving answer to that question. he or she needs to rethink the content and purpose of the course.
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The reality is that certain students seem to need some kind of extrinsic motivator for learning. If a teacher senses this is true. indeed "something extra" is required to electrify them into learning. then why not use every reasonable means possible' The critical element. however. is that the purpose of the extrinsic rewards must be clearly defined to the learner. Then. too. extrinsic rewards must be used carefully and in conjunction with intrinsic reinforcement.
Conclusion
A motivating social studies program for students is not unlike a motivating diet or exeicise program. In each case. the participants must get energized. This will initiate the behaviors needed to begin the task. Then it is important that the behaviors are directed toward a specific goal and that participants understand the purpose of the behaviors in achieving that goal. finally, strategies must be in place to help participants sustain interest and pers i st with the necessary behaviors. Without all three components. success is unlike l y, In a social studies program. these motivational components must be cons i dered not only in the content. but also in the interactions that occu, between teachers and students and in the strategies employed to deliver content. Merging these concepts will provide a framework for creating a desirable and motivational prog1am.
